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Patriots,

The first Core set of files for 5 battleground states. The summary reports are over

600 megabytes.

There are enough Patriots across various levels of Government that I trust that

have received these files. They are very self explanatory and intuitive as to what to

do.

In the event that isn't clear. I have a write up that they will receive. Fear not my fellow Americans, the Patriots are in Control.

#TrumpWonBidenCheated

This information on these 5 States alone should be sufficient to prove widespread voter fraud and

lists of #PhantomSleeperVoters can be procured from what I have provided if no other information was sent. I will follow up

with additional information to make it even easier to identify and prove that these illegal voters are purged not just from the

vote but permanently from

the voting process. Not only do these #PhantomSleeperVoters steal Americans votes which is Our Voice for the Direction of

this Nation but also are likely stealing billions annually by defrauding all of US via the Federal Government

@POTUS

@realDonaldTrump

@EzraACohen

@GenFlynn

"Don't believe what you hear... don't believe what you see.. if you just close your eyes ... you can feel the enemy... You

know that your time is coming round... so don't let the bastards grind you down.... No nothing makes sense nothing seems

to fit

https://t.co/tinNT5rh5L

I know you'd hit out if you only knew who to hit.. And I'd join the movement; if there was one I could believe in"

"I must be an acrobat to talk like this and act like that.. And you can dream, so dream out loud and don't let the bastard's

grind you down."
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